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Agenda

• From open coding to axial coding
• Example of a theory building process
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THESIS TIP:
Open coding is the norm,
especially for grounded theory;
theory-based coding is advisable
only when you (and your
supervisor) are sure of what
analytical lens to use

Undercoding and overcoding
Undercoding
Going for “too abstract too
soon” at the expense of
missing out on details

Overcoding
Getting lost in the details and
losing a sense of the whole
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THESIS TIP:
Do not skip ”ground-level”
coding, even if it seems too
mundane or obvious; these codes
are raw material for future
abstraction

Axial and selective
coding
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BASIC ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE

Codes

Sub-themes
(axial coding)

Higher-order
theme

(selective coding)
Home

Family

Parenting Caring

Household
budjet

Grocery
shopping

OPEN CODING
Coding the data “as is”; identifying data sections that are
similar the purpose is to label and conceptualize

AXIAL CODING
Developing the results of open coding
Exploring their relationships of codes
 Reduce the number of codes into meaningful categories

SELECTIVE CODING
Connect all your categories together around one core
category
 Focus on most important categories
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AXIAL CODING

Codes as revealing elements/dimensions
For example, all the things that we associate with being
an influencer

Codes as revealing process
How one becomes an influencer

Codes as revealing conditions or consequences
What things need to be in place to become an influencer
What happens when you become an influencer?
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10https://prpost.wordpress.com/2013/07/22/an-example-of-how-to-
perform-open-coding-axial-coding-and-selective-coding/
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Williams, Michael, and Tami Moser. "The art of coding and thematic
exploration in qualitative research."
International Management Review 15.1 (2019): 45-55.
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THESIS TIP:
When trying to build
themes, try to think of 1)
dimensions, 2) processes, or
3) conditions
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Theme

A theme expresses an underlying meaning, i.e., latent
content, found in two or more categories. A theme
communicates with the reader on both an intellectual and
emotional level; poetic and metaphoric language is well
suited in theme names to express underlying meaning
(why, how, in what way, or by what means?)

Category

A category groups together codes that are related to each
other through their content or context; codes are
organized into a category when they are describing
different aspects, similarities or differences, of the text’s
content that belong together (e.g. who, what, when,
or where?)

Code

A code is kind of a label; a name that most exactly
describes what this particular condensed meaning unit is
about. Usually one or two words long!

Condensed meaning
Condensation is a process of shortening the text while still
preserving the core meaning

Meaning unit Original section or text from transcript
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Theme How a service worker becomes valuable

Category
Ideal doorman characteristics

Code

1. Nightclub representative
2. Attractor doormen
3. Doorman personality

Condensed meaning

The doorman is a figurehead for a restaurant… People
visit restaurants because of particular doormen...
Marko Somero as exemplar…. what you want from a
figurehead: open and introverted.

Meaning unit

The doorman is the figurehead for the restaurant,
especially for night clubs. Some people even go to the
same restaurants because of a particular doorman or
certain nightclubs because of the bouncers. A good
example of such a doorman is Marko Somero, who
has since the beginning of his career served almost
exclusively at the door. He is, both as a person and
personality, exactly what you want from a figurehead:
open and introverted.
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Next steps

• Submit 3-2-1 quiz 4 by Sunday, Feb 5 @ 23.55
• Read Belk, R., Fischer, E., & Kozinets, R. V. (2012).

Data collection aids. Qualitative consumer and
marketing research(pp 120 -138).Sage in Perusall

(suggested reading Belk, R., & Sobh, R. (2019). No
assemblage required: On pursuing original consumer
culture theory. Marketing Theory, 19(4), 489-507)
• Submit your Assignment 2 (interview) by Monday, Feb

6 @ 23.55
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